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At the end of the Congress, lunch will be served at the pizzeria Trianon, which can be 
reached on foot in 6 minutes (                 ) from the Castle, located in Via Pietro 
Colletta, 44/46. The telephone number is 081 553 9426.

Guided tour - Historical centre of Naples (29 June, 2019)

The day of 29 June, at the end of the Congress at Castel Capuano, provides a guided 
tour of the historical centre of Naples.

The position of the Castle, located at the end of Via dei Tribunali (the ancient 
decumanus major), is strategic for the tour and will be the departure point.



Nota Bene: After lunch, participants will meet the tour guide outside the pizzeria Trianon 
at 15:30 and, once all gathered, will return to Castel Capuano, (            ) from where the 
tour of the historic centre of Naples will start at 15:45.

Castel Capuano

Pizzeria Trianon

6 mins



NAPLES (HISTORICAL CENTRE)
Along the roads (decumani and cardi) of the original structure of the city, we will visit 
churches, squares, typical alleys, real dynamic open-air museums, whose beauty and 
peculiarity have been the reason for including the historic centre of Naples among the 
sites protected by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.


The guided tour will last 3 hours, in which it will be easy to totally surrender to the 
emotions of a millenary and always alive city, to let yourself be captured by the scents of 
pastry and of a good Neapolitan coffee diving in the atmosphere of the city of thousands 
of colors and faces as well as multiple cultures.


You will find below the itinerary with the sites to be visited (numbered in order of 
succession along the excursion). Anyway, there may be changes in the route (for road 
works, excessive crowd of people on the street, etc.) while maintaining the scheduled 
sites.


The program does not provide ticketing costs, as it has been conceived as a walk in the 
heart of Naples, among places accessible free of charge, in order not to run into queues.


Nota Bene: once the tour is over in Piazza Bellini, in complete autonomy, participants will 
be free to take an aperitif in one of the many bars in the square, the place of the 
Neapolitan movida.




Castel Capuano

Decumano superiore

Decumano centrale

Decumano inferiore 
(Spaccanapoli)

Via Duomo
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1 CASTEL CAPUANO

2 DUOMO DI NAPOLI

3 PIAZZA SAN GAETANO

4 SAN GREGORIO ARMENO

5 PIAZZETTA NILO

6 PIAZZA SAN DOMENICO MAGGIORE

7 DECUMANO INFERIORE  
(SPACCANAPOLI)

8 CHIESA DI SANTA CHIARA

9 CHIESA DEL GESU’ NUOVO

10 PIAZZA DEL GESU’ NUOVO

11  MURA GRECHE DI PIAZZA BELLINI

NAPLES: HISTORICAL CENTRE  (3h tour)



                 
NAPLES (historical centre), with GUIDE:  (3h tour)

Estimated price per person: 10€€

The tour does not include any site requiring entrance tickets. Therefore, no 
additional costs are expected for the itinerary above illustrated. 


Nota Bene: Payment of the tour will be made on site.

“ T'accumpagno vico vico,

sulo a te ca si' n'amico

e te porto p' 'e Quartiere,

addó' 'o sole nun se vére,

ma se vére tutt''o riesto

e s'arápono 'e ffeneste…

e capisce comm'è bella,

'a cittá 'e Pullecenella……..”


(‘A CITTA' 'E PULECENELLA, Claudio Mattone – 1989)
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